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The process: from biomass to fuel








•Liquid fuel (Diesel 
Fischer-Tropsch, MeOH)
•Gaseous fuel (SNG, H2)
Suitability is crucial for industrialization
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• To improve feedstock/process suitability  two issues:
Quantity
• Limited
• Can vary along the year
Quality
• Properties intrinsically variable
• Can vary along the year
Feedstock/process suitability
SOLUTION?
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of thermal behaviour of biomass blends








• Gas (H2, CO, CO2, CH4…)




+ moisture : 0%
Volatile matter:
• Gas (CO, CO2) 
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Objective and working plan
Objective:
• study biomass blends kinetics during torrefaction and 
steam gasification of char
• check existence/lack of additive law
Working plan:
• Lab-scale experimentation  thermobalance
• Torrefaction  non-reactive atmosphere
• Steam gasification  reactive atmosphere
• Kinetic modelling














Sample nature Beech/ wheat straw blend
Blend ratio 25/75, 50/50, 75/25
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Torrefaction: kinetic modelling
DmBLEND = DmBIOMASS 1 . %BIOMASS 1 +  DmBIOMASS 2 . %BIOMASS 2
ADDITIVE
LAW
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Sample nature Beech/ wheat straw blend
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Steam gasification: experimental device




Protecting gas HeElectronic 
balance
Carrier gas N2
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N2 H2O + N2
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Steam gasification: kinetic modelling
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Steam gasification: kinetic modelling
…but in detail  ADDITIVE LAW
Comparison 25%beech-75%wheat straw model and 
experimental blend
0
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Steam gasification: kinetic modelling
ADDITIVE LAW
Comparison 75%beech-25%wheat straw model and 
experimental blend
0
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Steam gasification: kinetic modelling
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Steam gasification: kinetic modelling
Experimental curve is accelerated comparing to model
Synergetic effect linked to inorganic matter?





BEECH BEECH WHEATSTRAW WHEATSTRAW
BLEND
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Conclusions and outlook
Conclusions
• Torrefaction  ADDITIVE LAW
• Steam gasification  NO ADDITIVE LAW  (K/Si)BLEND to be 
considered
Outlook
• Model biomass blends behaviour  inorganic matter 
influence in steam gasification  parameters
• Other ratios
• Other types of biomass
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If you have any questions or want more details, please contact:
elvira.rodriguez@cea.fr
capucine.dupont@cea.fr
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